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Our planet : before and after
the industrialization
Compared to the past , our planet, because of us is very
damaged . This picture shows the destruction of our
planet . Al Gore , former vice-president of USA now
make documentaries on the planet to makes people
react : his movie "une suite qui dérange" shows the
consequences of the industrialization . According to me
, our planet is doomed to disappear because of
pollution , global warming, greenhaus effect , climate
change and threatens our environment .
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Since 1973 , WORLD WILDLIFE FUND FOR NATURE (WWF) is fighting to
save endangered species and protect flora . Moreover , the ice disappears
because of global warming and pollution, polar bear are doomed to die.
Moreover, turtles and dolphins eat plastic bags thinking they are jellyfish.
Similarly, Yann Arthus-Bertrand, pointing out for 20 years consequences
of environmental issues : houses were destroyed in 1999 by the big storm
again in 2015, if it's not enough for you, remember , in 2016 floods
damaged a lot of cities, many people had lost everything and today, it's
start again.
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J'ai vue la beauté de la Terre mais aussi sa fragilité . La
Terre est vraiment un joyau fragile.’ said Thomas Pesquet ,
the french spationaute .
Indeed ,while 6 months , our spationaute has noted, from space , the destruction
of the Earth and more precisely the melting ice , the drought and deforestation
.He has written 3 books called : "Terre (s) ".

Humans have become aware and
try to save the Earth

WWF , polar bear in danger

Maybe it's not too late : indeed , humans develop ecological
systems like :wind turbines , solar panels , electric transports ,
electric cars , plastic bags have been forbidden for saving
some species .
For million years , Gaïa , the blue planet , gives to humans a
house , food , water ...but will this dream more many time ??

Books "Terre (s)" of T.Pesquet

by Y. Arthus-Bertrand in 1990:
"cœur de voh, nouvelle calédonie"
by Camille Goncalves
and Gwladys Godefroy

